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QUESTION 1

A health plan application includes a process for surgical procedure requests. Currently, there is an evaluation
subprocess in which a physician reviews the diagnosis and enters the recommended procedure and its urgency. The
request then 

advances to a medical director who analyzes the feedback and approves the appropriate procedure. The health care
organization has created a new requirement, which states that three physicians can perform the evaluation
independently. 

Only two evaluations are necessary to advance the case to the medical director. 

How do you configure the process so that the request can continue to be processed if only two of the three physicians
approve the order? 

A. Use a Some join condition 

B. Use a decision table 

C. Use an Any join condition 

D. Use a validate rule 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two of the following options are benefits of using skin inheritance? (Choose Two) 

A. Creating standard styles in a parent skin are easier to maintain. 

B. Child skins can reuse mixins and formats from other child skins with the same parent. 

C. In order to maintain consistency, child skins cannot modify formats and mixins from the parent skin. 

D. Child skins only need to customize the parent skin. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following partial requirement for configuring the Get Next Work functionality in Pega Platform: 

All workbaskets with which a user is associated must be checked first. Then, all eligible assignments from all
workbaskets must be consolidated into a single list before being filtered and sorted. 

Which two options must you select in the Operator ID record to implement this part of the requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Get from workbaskets first 

B. Merge workbaskets 



C. Use all workbasket assignments in the user\\'s work group 

D. Operator is available to receive work 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: http://myknowpega.com/2018/05/14/get-next-work-in-pega/ 

 

QUESTION 4

An application contains the following rulesets. 

1.

 AccountManagement contains the rules for administering checking and savings accounts. 

2.

 AccountManagementInt contains supporting rules for integrating with other applications. 

3.

 BankCorp contains rules shared across the entire organization. 

4.

 BankCorpInt contains supporting rules for integrations shared with other internal applications. 

5.

 CreditCheck contains rules for processing a credit check and is shared with another Pega application to administer
loans. 

Which two rulesets can be configured to use application validation, according to best practices? (Choose Two) 

A. BankCorpInt 

B. AccountManagement 

C. AccountManagementInt 

D. BankCorp 

E. CreditCheck 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

An application contains a case type named Time Off. HR requests a report that returns the ID and name of any
employee for whom an open Time Off case does not exist. 

The ID and Name properties are defined for the class Data-Employee-, and an ID property is also defined for the Time



Off class. The ID property in the Time Off class points to records in Data-Employee. 

Select the approach you use to create this report. 

A. Create reports in both classes, and set the TimeOff report as a subreport of the Employee report. 

B. Create a report in the Employee class, with a class join to the TimeOff class. 

C. Create reports in both classes, and set the Employee report as a subreport of the TimeOff report. 

D. Create a report in the TimeOff class, with a class join to the Employee class. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which piece of application content do you localize by using a Field Value rule? 

A. Labels and drop-down values on a section rule 

B. Logos or other images on a harness rule 

C. User instructions in a paragraph rule 

D. User-editable text in a correspondence rule 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:
https://community.pega.com/sites/default/files/help_v63sp1/Content/tools/rulesinspector/rulesinspectorfieldvalues.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

Items selected by a user need to be copied to a page list property when the user submits the form. How do you copy the
items? 

A. Create a validate rule to copy the selected items. 

B. Create a declare expression with the page list property as the target. 

C. Add a data transform to the flow action as a pre-processing action. 

D. Add a data transform to the flow action as a post-processing action. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A class group is used to______________. 

A. identify a layer of the Enterprise Class Structure 



B. combine related properties by usage 

C. assign work to a specific group of users 

D. store data from different child classes in a single table 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://collaborate.pega.com/question/what-class-groupdoesnt-belongs-classgroup-and-belongs-classgroup 

 

QUESTION 9

A declare expression evaluates a circumstanced decision tree. The decision tree evaluates a property set by a data
transform. 

What two steps do you perform to ensure that the decision tree is configured properly? (Choose two.) 

A. Test the data transform to verify the result is correct. 

B. Configure a test page with data to satisfy the circumstancing condition. 

C. Test the declare expression to verify that the rule is configured correctly. 

D. Specify the value of the circumstancing property when prompted in the Run Rule dialog. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

What two artifacts must you prepare before delegating a rule? (Choose two.) 

A. An unlocked ruleset that is added to the Production ruleset list of the Application rule. 

B. An Access Group that has access to the ruleset used to organize delegated rules 

C. A locked ruleset that is added to the Production ruleset list of the Application rule 

D. An Access Role that has access to the ruleset used to organize delegated rules 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

A client wants to replace the Pega 7 logo in the Case Manager and Case Worker portals. Instead of using the company
logo, the client wants you to use the logos for each the company\\'s operating subsidiaries ?a user in the ABC
subsidiary sees the logo for ABC, and a user in the XYZ subsidiary sees the XYZ logo. 

How do you add the logos to the application? 

A. Upload each logo to a unique section 



B. Upload each logo to the portal record 

C. Reference each logo in a skin 

D. Upload each logo to a unique binary file record 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two components does the Application Packaging wizard prompt you to include when you generate an archive
file? (Choose Two) 

A. Data instances 

B. Product rules 

C. Data types 

D. Checked-out rules 

Correct Answer: AC 
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